Secure Applications Developed on Unqork

Trusted by Unqork to test the security of their platform, Bishop Fox extends security testing to Unqork customers. Our customized methodology evaluates the full spectrum of application security, including remediation testing that confirms critical issues have been addressed before they make it into production.

Protect Your Stack Before Adversaries Attack

Trusted by Unqork to assess the security of their platform, Bishop Fox has entered a partnership to extend testing to applications under a shared responsibility model. Leveraging a modified methodology customized for Unqork’s unique codeless creation process, Bishop Fox application assessments are purpose-built to proactively discover the full spectrum of weaknesses applications will face in real-world attack scenarios.

Certified in Unqork 101 and 102 Training, Bishop Fox assessors will execute an in-depth review of how Unqork functionality is implemented within the application – this includes detailed evaluation of security issues across authentication and authorization mechanisms, identification of weaknesses introduced through vulnerable components (integrations), and overlooked misconfigurations. All testing is conducted by Bishop Fox’s application security experts using a balance of automated and manual methods to ensure the latest tactics, techniques, procedures, and emerging threats are accounted for in the discovery and execution process. For identified issues, Unqork customers have the option to conduct remediation testing to confirm issues have been properly addressed before applications are put into production.

Bishop Fox application testing engagements range between $25k-75k depending upon contributing factors.

WHAT TO expect

1. Fill out a Form on Bishop Fox Portal
2. Engagement Scoping
3. Quote Delivery
4. Statement of Work Execution
5. Execution of Engagement
6. Delivery & Walkthrough Report
7. Remediation Re-testing
8. Statement of Engagement

BISHOP FOX APPLICATION TESTING FOR THE UNQORK PLATFORM

APPLICATION PENETRATION TEST

Leverages a modified methodology that goes beyond surface level vulnerabilities covering your application’s attack surface, inner workings, exposure points, and business logic flaws that modern adversaries will target in real-world attack scenarios.

REMEDIATION TESTING

Performs remediation testing against identified issues ensuring all high-risk findings have been properly addressed.
Trusted by Leading Brands
Offensive Security Is All We Do

Our team is committed to delivering the highest quality work and the best customer experience in the industry and it’s reflected in our results. We take feedback very seriously and are proud that our customers consistently rank us as “world-class” in our NPS surveys.

By the Numbers

- **1K+** Customers Protected
- **16K+** Projects in Last 3 Years
- **86** “World-Class” Net Promoter Score
- **50+** Advisories Published in 5 Years
- **26%** of the Fortune 100
- **16+** Open Source Tools Authored
- **50%** of the Fortune 10
- **80%** of the Top 10 Tech Companies

About Bishop Fox

Bishop Fox is the leading authority in offensive security, providing solutions ranging from continuous penetration testing, red teaming, and attack surface management to product, cloud, and application security assessments. We've worked with more than 25% of the Fortune 100, eight of the top 10 tech companies, and hundreds of other organizations to improve their security. Our Cosmos platform was named Best Emerging Technology in the 2021 SC Media Awards, and our offerings are consistently ranked as “world-class” in customer experience surveys. We've been actively contributing to and supporting the security community for almost two decades and have published more than 16 open-source tools and 50 security advisories in the last five years. Learn more at bishopfox.com or follow us on Twitter.